Sheer
Driving Pleasure

SPORTY START.
INDIVIDUAL FINISH.
ALL BMW AND BMW M MODELS.

THE BEST PERFORMANCE?
GET BETTER EVERY DAY.
For our customers, dynamic high performance and
peerless sporting performance are intrinsic to the
BMW brand. To elevate even this high standard, we have
developed BMW M Performance Parts – and we continue
to work every day to make further improvements. After
all, challenging your own performance and competing
with the best will always remain one of life’s greatest
pleasures.
Regular participation in motor racing with near-production
vehicles is critically important for BMW M Performance Parts.
It inspires our development work and provides valuable insights
through practical experience.
It also matters to ambitious and enthusiastic drivers who use
BMW M Performance Parts to personalise their day-to-day
vehicles. The broad range of BMW M Performance Parts offers
a wealth of options for both BMW and BMW M models. The
best possible choice of materials as well as perfect workmanship
are also guaranteed thanks to the long-standing experience and
know-how of our engineers.

The BMW brand celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2016.
Find out more at www.next100.bmw
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Producing carbon fibres with a diameter of
just five to nine micrometres – a fraction of the
width of a human hair – involves a series of
complex processes.

PROGRESS FEELS
SO EFFORTLESS.

In later stages, the fibres are woven into mesh
which needs to be precisely structured to
meet specific needs. The integration of highquality synthetic resins then results in the
complete carbon fibre reinforced plastic, or
CFRP, components. These are 50% lighter
than steel and 30% lighter than aluminium.

Intelligent lightweight construction increases dynamics
and improves the specific power-to-weight ratio – an
absolute must for sporty vehicles. This is why we also
offer BMW M Performance Parts in carbon.
The innovative BMW i and BMW M brands already offer models
with chassis constructed largely in carbon. Notably, the carbon fibre
itself is manufactured and processed in our own production facilities,
enabling the continuous build-up of BMW know-how and quality.
For many BMW M Performance Parts, lightweight carbon
fibre is also an absolute essential – whether for
components that optimise aerodynamics or
for our classic motor sport interior detailing.
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Many BMW M models already feature carbon
roofs, which, depending on model, offer weight
savings of five to six kilogrammes. This has a very
positive effect on each vehicle’s centre of gravity
and noticeably improves agility.

Needless to say, CFRP is perfect for parts that
bear heavy stresses in sporty vehicles, where
every gramme counts. At BMW M Performance
Parts, we particularly favour working with this
high-tech material for providing our customers
with the optimum power-to-weight ratio and
maximum rigidity.

THE HEART
BEATS FASTER.
BMW M Performance Parts make the feeling of being in
the front row of the grid even more direct. You’re on a
promise of driving pleasure – enjoy the adrenaline rush
of anticipation.
With BMW M Performance Parts, you have personal control over
a perfectly coordinated overall package. The accessories, specially
developed by us for your BMW, optimise sporty corning and stability
right through to the dynamic limits. For ambitious drivers, that means
outstanding handling and absolute driving pleasure.
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A prime example is the BMW M Performance
steering wheel with Race Display using OLED
technology. Its icon-based display enables
intuitive operation and different driving modes
can be called up using your thumbs.
The overall dynamics of your BMW can also
be optimised through suspension tuning,
aerodynamics, contact pressure and the brake
system. Additionally, for some models, BMW
M Performance Parts can boost performance.

The M Carbon ceramic brake system, shown
here, is considerably lighter, more powerful
and – particularly when used on the racetrack –
significantly more stable. Brake pad wear is slower
and the discs, in normal use, will last as long as
the car itself – the silicon-carbon friction coating
is virtually non-wearing.
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GOOSEBUMPS
FOR THE EARS.
BMW sound experts analyse the acoustic
qualities of every newly developed system in a
specially equipped vehicle sound studio on the
BMW site in Munich. It takes about six weeks
for a BMW M Performance Parts exhaust system
to be perfectly in tune and ready for series
production.

Sportiness is an emotional experience that cannot be
measured in numbers. It’s characterised by a personal
attitude to driving that can be lived out even more intensely
with the optimum equipment. Sporty exhaust systems
from BMW M Performance Parts are an essential part of
the dynamic picture.
Every individual system is, therefore, developed by our team of
proven acoustics specialists. They place particular emphasis on
establishing the right sound for every model. And, along with
the specific vehicle characteristics, the character of each engine
also needs to be expressed.
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The biggest challenge with exhaust note tuning
is creating sonorous acoustics that not only
express power, but also all-round strength in
depth. At the same time, what’s happening
under the skin needs to comply with all legal
requirements. Within this framework, and to be
sure of the most effective results, our engineers
explore the science of psychoacoustics. This
leads to even more emotionally rousing sound
patterns, exploited to the full within the legal
boundaries.
And given the commitment that goes in to
developing optimum sound, it’s only logical that
BMW M Performance exhaust systems are made
of particularly durable materials. Which is why
stainless steel and the also resilient but even
lighter titanium are both used.

Now for the soundcheck: the BMW
M Performance Sound Player is an interactive
app that lets you compare the sounds of
M Performance and Series models. Available
for Android or iOS smartphones or from
bmw.com/mperformance.
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EVERY BMW CARRIES THE
MOTORSPORT GENE.
Since the very beginnings of BMW, high performance has been an intrinsic
part of our brand. The same is true of sporting competition, a central
driving force for the continuous optimisation of performance and dynamics –
absolute prerequisites for the proverbial Sheer Driving Pleasure offered
by every BMW to this day.
Many BMW drivers want to go beyond the usual options list in their desire to drive
the individual dynamics of their vehicles to new heights. Which is why we developed
BMW M Performance Parts.
Every BMW M Performance component has been developed in collaboration with
BMW M GmbH and is the result of decades of motor sport experience. Perfect
integration with each respective BMW model is of particular importance to us.

1929 The history of BMW motorsport
begins with a victory for the BMW 3/15
at the prestigious Alpine Rally.
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1936 Debut of the BMW 328, the
motorsport version of the 326, at the
Eifel Race with Ernst Jakob Henne –
and an immediate win.

1940 Double victory for the Berlinetta
Touring version of the BMW 328 at
the Mille Miglia.

1954 The prestigious BMW 501 Saloon
takes third place at the Monte Carlo Rally.

1960/1961 Hans Stuck takes the German
Hillclimb title, aged 60, in the BMW 700.
Walter Schneider repeats the success in 1961
in the BMW 700 RS with its tubular frame and
aluminium body.

1964 Hubert Hahne dominates
the German Circuit Championship in
the BMW 1800Ti, winning 14 out of
16 races.

1966 Hubert Hahne becomes the
first driver to lap the Nürburgring
Nordschleife in under 10 minutes in
the BMW 2000Ti.

1968/69 The BMW 2002, for the first
time with a turbocharger. Dieter Quester
becomes European Touring Car champion
two years running.
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3 Key case
In an impressive combination of carbon and Alcantara The key
attaches securely to the case by means of a socket head screw
in BMW M Blue. Timelessly elegant, technically sophisticated –
and a concise motor sport statement.
4 Track Fix for action camera
A secure and stable base for professional-quality outdoor shooting
when you are on the racetrack. The exterior holder attaches
to one of the car’s tow hook apertures and the camera can be
controlled by an app.

Many BMW M Performance Parts fit perfectly with all of the BMW models
listed here. Choose your desired base equipment from this overview and
then fine-tune your vehicle with BMW M Performance Parts on the pages
for your BMW model.

6 Drive Analyser
This comprises an on-board diagnostics stick and a smartphone
app (iOS and Android). A wealth of information, including engine
data, maximum values, throttle and brake pedal use, lateral
acceleration and much more, can be professionally recorded
and analysed.
7 Front grille, Black
Emphasises the sporty and dynamic character of the vehicle.
Also featuring a high-gloss black trim.

5 Suspension (up to 20mm lower)
A lowered vehicle has a significantly more sporty look and a
stronger dynamic presence. It makes all other BMW M Performance
exterior parts look even better, too. It also improves driving stability,
cornering dynamics and safety. And that means even more
Sheer Driving Pleasure.

MORE MOTORSPORT
FOR ALL.
1 Exterior door mirror covers, carbon
Meticulously hand-crafted in 100% carbon: the striking
exterior door mirror covers highlight the technologically
advanced character of the vehicle. Their dynamic design
ensures a particularly high-quality look plus an individual,
sporty accent.
2 Pedal covers/footrest, stainless steel
With their high-quality stainless steel surfaces and
asymmetrical profiles, the footrest and pedal covers give
dynamic, high-tech character to the footwell. The design
also prevents feet from slipping.
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BMW 1 SERIES.

AT ONE WITH THE RACETRACK.

Unique among the compacts: sporty
character, elegant design and powerful
engines make the BMW 1 Series the
dynamic exception in its class. It’s an
impression you can make even more
captivating with BMW M Performance
Parts.

18" brake system
Featuring inner-vented lightweight construction
Sport brake discs and calipers in BMW
M Performance Red, Yellow or Orange. With
BMW M logo.
Aerodynamics package
Precisely adapted to the BMW 1 Series, for even
better aerodynamic values. Comprising air ducts,
splitter, front bumper components, rear diffuser
and side skirt blades.

Side stripes, Black/Silver
Accentuate the striking lines of the BMW 1 Series.
Black Line rear lights
A totally precise fit and perfectly adapted to the
design and electrical system. For vehicles with
halogen headlights, the rear lights are replaced
with LEDs.
Silencer system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and
outside the vehicle. In weatherproof stainless
steel.
Rear fins
These provide, along with the roof spoiler, an
even more powerfully expressive look. Only in
conjunction with roof spoiler.

Tailpipe trim, chrome
Strengthen the individual character or your
BMW 1 Series. Thermally decoupled and inscribed
with the BMW M logo. Only in conjunction with
BMW M Performance silencer system.

1 Black front grille, carbon wing mirror
caps, Aerodynamics package,
18" brake system, side stripes
2 Black Line rear lights,
19" Double-spoke style 405 M,
chrome tailpipe trim,
silencer, rear fins,
Aerodynamics package,
18" brake system, side stripes
3 Carbon interior trim with Alcantara
4 Alcantara steering wheel II with
carbon trim

Alcantara steering wheel II with
carbon trim
Sport leather steering wheel with an extremely
grippy Alcantara cover and a sophisticated
open-pore carbon trim.

More parts descriptions can be found
on pages 12/13, overview table on
page 56.

Interior trim, carbon with Alcantara
A sophisticated combination of open-pore carbon
and Alcantara guarantee an exclusive motorsport
feel in the cockpit.
19" Double-spoke style 405 M
Forged light alloy wheels in Bicolour Orbit Grey,
burnished on the visible sides and featuring the
four-colour BMW M logo.

3
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1 Centre console gear lever trim in Alcantara and carbon,
carbon gear lever trim
2 Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim and race display
3 LED doorsill finishers
4 Accent stripes, 19" Double-spoke style 405 M, silencer
system, Aerodynamics package, carbon tailpipe trim
5 Black front grille, carbon wing mirror caps, Aerodynamics
package
1

2

3

BMW 2 SERIES COUPÉ AND CONVERTIBLE.
DISTILLED SPORTING SPIRIT.

More parts descriptions can be found on pages 12/13,
overview table on page 56.
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Athletic design, short overhangs, muscular
proportions, perfect axle load distribution –
the BMW 2 Series Coupé and the 2 Series
Convertible are designed to push driving
dynamics to a higher level. With BMW M
Performance Parts, you can take things
even further.

19" Double-spoke style 405 M
Forged light alloy wheels in Bicolour Orbit Grey,
burnished on the visible sides and featuring the
four-colour BMW M logo.
Silencer system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and
outside the vehicle. In weatherproof stainless
steel.

Tailpipe trim, carbon
Strengthen the individual character of your
BMW 2 Series. Thermally decoupled and inscribed
with the BMW M logo. Only in conjunction with
BMW M Performance silencer system.
Aerodynamics package
Precisely adapted to the BMW 2 Series, for even
better aerodynamic values. Comprising air ducts,
splitter, front bumper components, rear diffuser
and side skirt blades.
Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon
trim and race display
Featuring an integrated function display in the top
part of the steering wheel rim. This uses the latest
OLED technology and two-tone LED displays.
Buttons in the thumb rest area can be pressed to
activate Race, Sport or EfficientDynamics mode.

Centre console gearshift lever trim in
Alcantara and carbon
The tactile quality of open-pore carbon makes
an immediate high-tech impression. The highquality Alcantara, meanwhile, has a particularly
pleasant feel.
LED doorsill finishers
The dynamic design of the LED doorsill finishers
and their stainless steel look make an instant
impact on boarding the vehicle. With cable-free
operation thanks to an integrated battery and
magnetic switch.
Carbon gear lever trim
With the BMW M logo, making the motorsport
connection absolutely clear. The carbon has an
open-pore finish and a satin-matt effect, so the
high tech can be seen and felt.
Accent stripes, Black/Silver
Positioned immediately beneath the swage line to
accentuate the sporting elegance of the vehicle’s
design.
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Few cars in the world stand for sportiness
quite like the BMW 3 Series. Underscore
the effect with perfectly matching
accessories – because the special touch
of BMW M Performance Parts can be felt
on every drive.

Aerodynamics package
Precisely adapted to the BMW 3 Series, for even
better aerodynamic values. Comprising air ducts,
splitter, front bumper components, rear diffuser
and side skirt blades. BMW M Aerodynamics
package required.
Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim
Sport leather steering wheel with an extremely
grippy Alcantara cover and a sophisticated openpore carbon trim.

Tailpipe trim, chrome or carbon
Strengthen the individual character of your
BMW 3 Series. Thermally decoupled and inscribed
with the BMW M logo. Only in conjunction with
BMW M Performance silencer system.
20" Double-spoke style 405 M
Forged light alloy wheels in Bicolour Orbit Grey,
burnished on the visible sides and featuring
the four-colour BMW M logo. Also available in
18" matt Black as complete winter wheels.

Silencer system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and
outside the vehicle. In weatherproof stainless
steel.
Interior trim, carbon with Alcantara
A sophisticated combination of open-pore carbon
and Alcantara guarantee an exclusive motorsport
feel in the cockpit.

More parts descriptions can be found
on pages 12/13, overview table on
page 56.

Mechanical limited slip differential
The differential lock at the rear axle applies more
torque to the wheel with the most grip to minimise
slippage. This results in more stable cornering,
optimal traction and even sportier handling.

1

BMW 3 SERIES.

UNPARALLELED DYNAMIC POTENTIAL.
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1 20" Double-spoke style 405 M,
Aerodynamics package, silencer
system, chrome tailpipe trim
2 Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon
trim, carbon interior trim with Alcantara
3 Limited slip differential
4 Carbon exterior door mirror covers,
Black front grille, 20" Double-spoke
style 405 M, Aerodynamics package

2

3

Coupé or Convertible, the first sporting
high point is the powerful front profile
with its large-scale air intakes. BMW
M Performance Parts offer even more
opportunities to celebrate the benefits
of a low centre of gravity and optimum
axle load distribution.

BMW 4 SERIES COUPÉ AND CONVERTIBLE.
AESTHETICS WITH EXTRA POWER.

Silencer system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and
outside the vehicle. In weatherproof stainless
steel.
Tailpipe trim, chrome or carbon
Strengthen the individual character of your
BMW 4 Series. Thermally decoupled and inscribed
with the BMW M logo. Only in conjunction with
BMW M Performance silencer system.

18" brake system
Featuring inner-vented lightweight construction
Sport brake discs and calipers in BMW
M Performance Red, Yellow or Orange. With
BMW M logo.
Side skirt transfers, Black
Perfectly complementing the vehicle design and
underscoring its individual, athletic profile. With
BMW M Performance lettering.
20" Double-spoke style 624 M
Forged light alloy wheels in Bicolour matt Black,
milled and featuring the four-colour BMW M logo.

Accent stripes, Black/Silver
Positioned immediately beneath the swage line to
accentuate the sporting elegance of the vehicle’s
design.
Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon
trim and race display
Featuring an integrated function display in the top
part of the steering wheel rim. This uses the latest
OLED technology and two-tone LED displays.
Buttons in the thumb rest area can be pressed to
activate Race, Sport or EfficientDynamics mode.

Aerodynamics package
Precisely adapted to the BMW 4 Series, for even
better aerodynamic values. Comprising air ducts,
splitter, front bumper components, rear diffuser
and side skirt blades. BMW M Aerodynamics
package required.

1

2

1 Carbon tailpipe trim, silencer system
2 Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon
trim and race display
3 Chrome tailpipe trim, silencer system,
18" brake system, side skirt transfers,
20" Double-spoke style 624 M,
Aerodynamics package, accent stripes
4 Accent stripes, Black front grille,
carbon exterior door mirror covers
3

20
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More parts descriptions can be found on
pages 12/13, overview table on page 56.
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A combination of captivating aesthetics
and classic BMW performance: the Gran
Coupé features a host of exceptional design
elements that can be better still and, above
all, more sporty with perfectly matching
BMW M Performance Parts.

Rear spoiler, carbon
Meticulously hand-crafted in 100% carbon and
weight-optimised, while still offering the highest
stability.

Tailpipe trim, chrome
Strengthen the individual character of your
BMW 4 Series. Thermally decoupled and inscribed
with the BMW M logo. Only in conjunction with
BMW M Performance silencer system.
Active Sound exhaust system
For the first time, a high-quality Sport exhaust
system for diesel vehicles. Individual control: Eco
Pro and Comfort, for a full sound in everyday use;
Sport and Sport+, for richer, more resonant sound
development and maximum evocative impact.

1 Carbon rear spoiler, Active Sound
exhaust system, chrome tailpipe trim,
20" light alloy wheels Styling 624 M
polished, carbon exterior door mirror
covers, Black/Silver accent stripes,
matt Black sill attachment, side skirt
transfers
2 Active Sound exhaust system,
chrome tailpipe trim
More parts descriptions can be found
on pages 12/13, overview table on
page 56.

BMW 4 SERIES GRAN COUPÉ.
FOUR-DOOR COUPÉ – FIRST-CLASS SPORTINESS.

1
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Combine the best from the worlds of
business and sport. Contemporary digital
communications technology, a classically
dynamic driving feel, striking design –
BMW M Performance Parts bring it all
together and take it to another level.

Front attachment, carbon
Hand-made, uncompromisingly high quality and
aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.
20" Double-spoke style 669 M
The high-quality 20" light alloy wheel is forged,
finished in Bicolour matt Black and features an
exclusive combination of milled and burnished
visible sides and the BMW M logo.

Retrofit Sport brakes kit
For short stopping distances, even under high
thermal loads, the powerful Sport brakes feature
inner-vented, lightweight Sport brake discs.
Equipped with four-piston fixed calipers at the
front and one-piston floating calipers at the rear.
Finished in the strikingly dynamic BMW
M Performance Red and the four-colour
BMW M logo.

Sill attachments
With its perfectly fitting form, the sill attachment
adds a strikingly sporty accent to the vehicle’s
side profile.
Tailpipe trim, carbon
An eight-cylinder look, carbon sleeves and other
design features give the tailpipe trim a particularly
solid and powerful appearance.

1 Carbon tailpipe trim, carbon rear diffuser
2 Matt Black PU rear spoiler
3 Carbon front apron, Carbon front attachment,
high-gloss Black front grille
4 20" Double-spoke style 669 M, Bicolour matt Black,
retrofit Sport brakes kit
5 Carbon rear spoiler, carbon rear diffuser, silencer system,
carbon tailpipe trim, carbon exterior door mirror covers,
sill attachment, side skirt transfer, accent stripes,
retrofit Sport brakes kit, 20" Double-spoke style 669 M,
Bicolour matt Black
More parts descriptions can be found on pages 12/13,
overview table on page 56.

Rear diffuser, carbon
A striking head-turner: the rear diffuser in carbon,
particularly with its eye-catching bars, accentuates
the masculine sportiness of the vehicle.
Silencer system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and
outside the vehicle. In weatherproof stainless steel
and chrome or carbon tailpipe trim.

2

3

1
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BMW 5 SERIES.

THE FASTEST INNOVATION IN BUSINESS CLASS.
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BMW 6 SERIES.

NATURAL ELEGANCE, DRAMATIC PERFORMANCE.

2

3

Whether it’s the Coupé, the Convertible
or the Gran Coupé – sporting high
performance is always a satisfyingly
cultured experience in the BMW 6 Series.
At this level, BMW M Performance Parts
can make all the difference with some
particularly fine detail.

20" V-spoke style 464 M
Light alloy wheels, burnished on the visible sides,
available in Bicolour Ferric Grey and Liquid Black.
Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim
Sport leather steering wheel with an extremely
grippy Alcantara cover and a sophisticated openpore carbon trim.
Carbon gear lever trim for Sport automatic
A sophisticated and individual motor sport highlight
in the cockpit. With BMW M logo.
Silencer system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and
outside the vehicle. In weatherproof stainless
steel.

4
1 Black front grille, carbon exterior door mirror covers,
20" V-spoke style 464 M, Bicolour Ferric Grey
2 20" V-spoke style 464 M, Liquid Black
3 Carbon gear lever trim for Sport automatic
4 Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim
5 Silencer system
More parts descriptions can be found on pages 12/13,
overview table on page 56.
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1 Black front grille, carbon exterior door
mirror covers
2 21" Double-spoke style 650 M,
side skirt transfers
3 Rear spoiler
More parts descriptions can be found
on pages 12/13, overview table on
page 56.

2

BMW 7 SERIES.

LEADING-EDGE LUXURY, DEFINITIVE DYNAMICS.

In the BMW 7 Series, the ultimate luxury is
having access to tomorrow’s technological
innovations today – and in exclusively
sporty style. BMW M Performance Parts
elevate this experience to a dynamic new
dimension. And outstanding quality is
guaranteed all the way. Even for a vehicle
in this class.

1

Side skirt transfers, Black
Perfectly complementing the vehicle design and
underscoring its individual, athletic profile. With
BMW M Performance lettering.
Rear spoiler
In high-quality PUR and emphasising the athletic
presence of the vehicle. Optimised aerodynamics
reduce lift and lead to even more harmonious
steering.

21" Double-spoke style 650 M
Forged, in Bicolour gloss Black, burnished on the
visible sides and featuring the BMW M logo.
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1 Side skirt transfers, carbon wing mirror caps,
black front grille
2 LED doorsill finishers
3 Side skirt transfers
More parts descriptions can be found on
pages 12/13, overview table on page 56.

Explore new paths: as a contemporary
Sports Utility Vehicle, the BMW X1 reveals
its spontaneous and versatile nature at first
glance. This character can be given extra
dynamic edge with BMW M Performance
Parts, perfectly adapted for sporting
pleasure.

LED doorsill finishers
The dynamic design of the LED doorsill finishers
and their stainless steel look make an instant
impact on boarding the vehicle. With cable-free
operation thanks to an integrated battery and
magnetic switch.
Side skirt transfers, Black
Perfectly complementing the vehicle design and
underscoring its individual, athletic profile. With
BMW M Performance lettering.

1

2

BMW X3.

POWER WITHOUT LIMITS.

3

BMW X1.

Core discipline: flexibility. The BMW X3 is
a competitive all-rounder that can adapt to
any challenge in an instant. When it comes
to building a first-class sporting profile,
BMW M Performance Parts are the go-to
choice.

Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim
The Alcantara covering on the steering wheel
guarantees perfect grip and satisfying feel –
whether the temperature is high or low.

20" Double-spoke style 310 M
The high-quality, weight-optimised 20" light
alloy wheels are in Bicolour Orbit Grey or Bicolour
Ferric Grey, are burnished on the visible sides
and feature rolled rim bases as well as the
BMW M logo.
21" Double-spoke style 599 M
Light alloy wheels in Bicolour matt Orbit Grey
or Bicolour matt Black, burnished on the visible
sides and featuring rolled rim bases as well as
the BMW M logo.

1

2

1 Black front grille, carbon wing mirror caps,
21" Double-spoke style 310 M
2 21" Double-spoke style 599 M
3 21" Double-spoke style 310 M
4 Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim,
carbon interior trim
More parts descriptions can be found on
pages 12/13, overview table on page 56.

3

SPORTING ACTION.
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BMW X4.

PERFECTLY AMPLIFIED ATHLETICISM.
The X4 – at its best being itself. This
vehicle’s design is as forward-looking as
its powerful engines. And with carefully
coordinated Original BMW M Performance
Parts, you can create an even more
individual impression.

1 Carbon rear spoiler, silencer system, accent
stripes, 21" Double-spoke style 599 M
2 20" Double-spoke style 310 M
3 Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim,
carbon interior trim
More parts descriptions can be found on
pages 12/13, overview table on page 56.

Rear spoiler, carbon
Meticulously hand-crafted in 100% carbon and
weight-optimised, while still offering the highest
stability.

Silencer system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and
outside the vehicle. In weatherproof stainless
steel.
21" Double-spoke style 599 M
Light alloy wheels in Bicolour matt Orbit Grey
or Bicolour matt Black, burnished on the visible
sides and featuring rolled rim bases as well as
the BMW M logo.

3

2

1
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Accent stripes, Black/Silver
Positioned immediately beneath the swage line
to accentuate the sporting elegance of the
vehicle’s design.

20" Double-spoke style 310 M
The high-quality, weight-optimised 20" light
alloy wheels are in Bicolour Orbit Grey or Bicolour
Ferric Grey, are burnished on the visible sides
and feature rolled rim bases as well as the
BMW M logo.
Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim
The Alcantara covering on the steering wheel
guarantees perfect grip and satisfying feel –
whether the temperature is high or low.
Interior trim, carbon
A sophisticated mix of lacquered carbon, chrome
and BMW M Performance lettering.

Assertive power on any terrain and
commanding sportiness at the highest
level – the two top models in the X range
offer an incomparable mix of dynamic
capabilities. Give them the ultimate final
touch with BMW M Performance Parts.

Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim
The Alcantara covering on the steering wheel
guarantees perfect grip and satisfying feel –
whether the temperature is high or low.
Side skirt transfers, Black
Perfectly complementing the vehicle design and
underscoring its individual, athletic profile. With
BMW M Performance lettering.

Front attachment
Accentuate the sporty design. Hand-crafted in
100% carbon. The BMW M Sport package or the
BMW M Aerodynamics package as well as the
carbon rear spoiler for the BMW X6 or the roof
spoiler for the BMW X5 are required for fitting.

21" Double-spoke style 310 M
The high-quality, weight-optimised 21" light alloy
wheels are in Bicolour Orbit Grey or Bicolour
Ferric Grey, are burnished on the visible sides and
feature rolled rim bases as well as the BMW M
logo.

Roof spoiler
In high-gloss Black and further enhancing the
eye-catching looks of the vehicle. Its dynamic
design makes a clear and strikingly individual
statement at the rear.

21" Y-spoke style 375
High-quality BMW Performance light alloy wheels
in Bicolour Ferric Grey, burnished on the visible
sides and featuring BMW Performance lettering.

1

2

21" Double-spoke style 599 M
Light alloy wheels in Bicolour matt Orbit Grey
or Bicolour matt Black, burnished on the visible
sides and featuring rolled rim bases as well as
the BMW M logo.
Rear spoiler, carbon
Meticulously hand-crafted in 100% carbon and
weight-optimised, while still offering the highest
stability.
Rear diffuser, carbon
A striking head-turner: the rear diffuser in
carbon, particularly with its eye-catching bars,
accentuates the masculine sportiness of the
vehicle.

Tailpipe trim, chrome
Strengthen the individual character of your
BMW X5 or BMW X6. Thermally decoupled
and inscribed with the BMW M logo. Only
in conjunction with BMW M Performance
silencer system.
Key case
In an impressive combination of carbon and
Alcantara The key attaches securely to the case
by means of a socket head screw in BMW M Blue.
Timelessly elegant, technically sophisticated –
and a concise motor sport statement.
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BMW X5 AND BMW X6.

EXTRA POWER FOR EXCEPTIONAL ATHLETES.

Rear flaps
Impressively accentuate the width of the vehicle.
The striking wing profile, in particular, makes
an individually sporty impression. Available in
high-quality carbon (BMW X5) and high-gloss
Black (BMW X6).

3

4

1 Roof spoiler
2 Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim
3 Black front grille, carbon exterior door mirror covers,
front attachment
4 Carbon rear diffuser
5 21" Double-spoke style 310 M
6 21" Double-spoke style 599 M
7 Rear flaps, chrome tailpipe trim, carbon rear diffuser,
carbon rear spoiler, side skirt transfers,
21" Double-spoke style 599 M
More parts descriptions can be found on pages 12/13,
overview table on page 56.
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1973 Hans-Joachim Stuck and Chris Amon
win the Touring Car Grand Prix at the
Nürburgring in the BMW 3.0 CSL. Scoring
six European Championship titles, the CSL
becomes the most successful touring car
of the 1970s.

1978 Launch of the BMW M1,
the first independent model from
BMW Motorsport GmbH.

1984 Volker Strycek secures
the first DTM victory for
BMW with the BMW 635 CSi.

MOTORSPORT
STARTS WITH M.

1972 BMW Motorsport GmbH
is founded.

Since the beginnings of the brand, the highest sporting aspirations have
been in the blueprint of every BMW. The foundation of BMW Motorsport
GmbH in 1972 and a consistent and uncompromising focus on motor racing
unleashed new forces. And a unique set of capabilities has simply gone
from strength to strength – as a long list of great victories testifies.
The winning ways began with the BMW 3.0 CSL, developed in collaboration with
Alpina – with six European Championships, this was the most successful touring
car of the 1970s. This was followed by the BMW M1, the first BMW to bear the now
legendary M in its name.
From 1980 on, BMW Motorsport GmbH began to make its mark on Formula 1 with
its turbo engines. Then, in 1983, the first World Title of the turbo era was won by
Nelson Piquet in his Brabham BMW.
Meanwhile, the BMW M3 was making a name for itself in the world of Touring Cars.
E30 Series vehicles remain, to this day, the most successful Touring Cars in the world.
Since 2015, the BMW M4 DTM has been representing the three colours of
BMW M GmbH in the German Touring Car Masters.

The BMW M4 DTM in the 2016 DTM season.

2016 Marco Wittman wins the
DTM Drivers’ Championship in
the BMW M4 DTM.

1989 Roberto Ravaglia becomes
Touring Car world champion in the
BMW M3.

2004/2005 BMW triumphs at the
24 Hours Nürburgring in two
consecutive years with a double
victory in the BMW M3 GTR.

2012 Return to the DTM marks the
beginning of a new success story. The
legendary BMW M3 DTM immediately
scores a title hat-trick. Victories in the
Drivers’, Manufacturers’ and Team
championships.
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FOR ALL WITH M.
1

Certain BMW M Performance Parts fit perfectly with any BMW M model.
Choose your desired base equipment from this overview and then fine-tune your
vehicle with choices from the selection on the pages for your BMW M model.

1 Front grille, Black
The striking double grille struts and their highgloss black framing radiate power and resolute
purpose. A clear sign of individuality.

2

2 Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon
trim and race display
The steering wheel cover in high-quality
Alcantara offers outstanding grip. The race
display featuring the latest OLED technology
and the two-colour LED gearshift indicators
promise authentic motor sport feel every day.
The Race, Sport and EfficientDynamics modes
can also be called up at the touch of a button.
Race-relevant data is provided by a stopwatch
(with a 1/100 of a second timer in race mode)
and a G meter that measures longitudinal and
lateral acceleration forces. Additionally, up to
50 lap times and the top values for speed and
lateral and longitudinal acceleration can be

stored. A lacquered carbon trim, meanwhile,
adds a unique touch of sporting sophistication.
Also available without race display.
3 Exterior door mirror covers, carbon
Meticulously hand-crafted in 100% carbon.
A dynamic, exceptionally sporty design makes
a clear statement at the first glance: individuality
is everything.
4 Suspension (height-adjustable,
up to 20mm lower)
A lowered vehicle has a sportier look and a
stronger dynamic presence. It makes all other
BMW M Performance exterior parts look
even better, too. The Sport suspension is not
just about visual fine-tuning, though. It also
improves driving stability, cornering dynamics
and safety. At that means even more Sheer
Driving Pleasure.

5 Pro gear knob
The ultimate motor sport touch for the centre
console. Featuring an illuminated gear graphic,
rewardingly grippy feel, side inlays in BMW M
colours and an Alcantara gaiter. For a completely
new shift feel.

8 Pedal covers, stainless steel
In solid stainless steel. The asymmetrical
design of the rubber tread profile gives even
the footwell a distinctively dynamic, high-tech
character. The perfect complement to other
BMW M Performance Parts.

6 Key case
In an impressive combination of carbon and
Alcantara The key attaches securely to the
case by means of a socket head screw in
BMW M Blue. Timelessly elegant, technically
sophisticated – and a concise motor sport
statement.

8 Floor mats
Finished to perfection and giving the footwells
an individually sporty feel. With grey design
lines and interwoven BMW M Performance
lettering.

7 Drive Analyser
This comprises an on-board diagnostics stick
and a smartphone app (iOS and Android).
A wealth of information, including engine data,
maximum values, throttle and brake pedal use,
lateral acceleration and much more, can be
professionally recorded and analysed.

4

9 Track Fix for action camera
A secure and stable base for professionalquality outdoor shooting when you are on the
racetrack. The exterior holder attaches to one
of the car’s tow hook apertures and the camera
can be controlled by an app.

5

9
8
7
6

3

BMW M2 COUPÉ.

5

COMPACT POWERHOUSE,
LARGE-SCALE IMPACT.
Small wonder: the BMW M2 Coupé packs
500 newton metres of torque into less than
four and a half metres. The concept of a
high-performance sports car could hardly
be defined more precisely – unless it’s also
equipped with BMW M Performance Parts.

Sill attachments, carbon
A powerfully effective way to boost the sporting
looks of the vehicle. They also impress with their
remarkably low weight, exceptional stability and
perfectly fitting shape.
Front attachment, carbon, left/right
Hand-made, uncompromisingly high quality and
aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.

1

Motor sport stripes
The front, rear and side stripes in classic
BMW M colours convey uncompromising motor
sport character at the very first look. The quality of
the transfers has been stringently climate-tested
and their geometry perfectly matches the form of
the vehicle.

Rear diffuser, carbon
100% hand-crafted rear diffuser in full
carbon. 100% pure motor sport character.
100% exhilaration. The high-tech rear diffuser
makes for an even more sporty appearance –
and impressively accentuates the masculine
character of the vehicle.

Interior kit, carbon
A combination of open-pore carbon and Alcantara
creates an exclusive motorsport look and feel.
The kit comprises trim for the DCT gearshift lever,
centre console and the handbrake grip. A perfect
addition to the standard equipment.

Tailpipe trim, carbon
A sign of commanding power at the rear.
With the BMW M logo.

Exhaust system
Street symphony: the exhaust system presents
the choice between an intense six-cylinder sound
and ultimate motor sport acoustics.

2

1 Carbon tailpipe trim
2 Pro Alcantara steering wheel
with carbon trim
3 Carbon side skirt attachment
4 Carbon interior kit
5 Carbon front attachment, left,
motorsport stripes
More accessories information on
pages 38/39, overview table on
page 57.

Alcantara Pro steering wheel with
carbon trim
For unmistakable motor sport feel in the cockpit.
This steering wheel inspires with its striking form
and highly bolstered grip area in Alcantara – for
optimum hold in all temperatures. With a motor
sport marking in light blue leather.

3

4
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BMW M3.

SELECT YOUR SPORTING PROFILE.
The BMW M3 has been setting new
standards with every lap for over 30 years.
The most successful touring car of all time,
it’s also instantly recognised on race tracks
all over the world. Even this high profile can
be fine-tuned, however. Make it personal
with BMW M Performance Parts.

Sidewall bars
In high-gloss black and decisively accentuating
the bold character of the vehicle’s side profile.
Sporty. Sophisticated. And exceptionally effective.
Door handles, carbon
With exceptional depth thanks to a high-gloss
polish. And perfectly rounding off the uniquely
sporty, BMW M Performance picture inside
the car.

Handbrake grip in carbon with
Alcantara gaiter
Finished in a combination of lacquered carbon
and high-quality Alcantara. The gaiter is refined
with stitching in the BMW M colours. This
emphasises the motorsport feel in the interior
and perfectly complements other BMW
M Performance Parts.
Exhaust system, Titanium
Three modes can be called up via the engine
dynamics button: Sport and Sport+ create an
extremely powerful and emotionally rousing
sound. Efficient delivers a sportingly intense note
that remains suitable for everyday use. Optimised
exhaust gas routing significantly accentuates
the classic six-cylinder biturbo sound character.
And the silencer is made entirely in race-grade
Titanium.

2

1

Now for the soundcheck: the BMW M Performance
Sound Player is an interactive app that lets you compare
the sounds of M Performance and Series models.
Available for Android or iOS smartphones or from
bmw.com/mperformance.

1 Side motor sport stripes,
high-gloss Black sidewall bars,
Titanium exhaust system,
carbon exterior door mirror covers
2 Titanium exhaust system
3 Carbon gear lever trim, handbrake
grip in carbon with Alcantara gaiter,
Alcantara steering wheel II with
carbon trim
More accessories information on
pages 38/39, overview table on
page 57.

3

Experience the sound of your BMW M4 at its
masterful best with the BMW M Performance
exhaust system:
bmw.com/ultimateplayground

1

2

3

BMW M4.

4

STAR PERFORMANCE – COUPÉ AND CONVERTIBLE.
The technical finesse of innovations such
as the Double Clutch Transmission with
Drivelogic, Launch Control and the Active
M Differential make it even easier to explore
the limits in the BMW M4 Coupé and
Convertible. With BMW M Performance Parts,
you can do it in particularly sporting style.

Rear diffuser, carbon
100% hand-crafted rear diffuser in full
carbon. 100% pure motor sport character.
100% exhilaration. The high-tech rear diffuser
makes for an even more sporty appearance –
and impressively accentuates the masculine
character of the vehicle.

Armrest, Alcantara
To complete the exclusive motorsport look in the
cockpit. In a premium material mix of Alcantara
and high-gloss carbon. Adjustable in length. With
eye-catching stitching in the BMW M colours.
Rear spoiler, carbon
Greatly enhancing the high-quality, sporty
appearance of the vehicle. In combination with
other aerodynamics components, it also optimises
the aerodynamic values and ensures even more
dynamic handling.
Motorsport stripes, side
Featuring the three BMW M colours. The clear
connection with motor racing underscores the
sporty design of the vehicle and gives it even
more individual character.

* Optional finishing strip available in carbon or PU, primed and paintable in body colour.
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Sill attachments
In matt Black or body colour and significantly
reinforcing the sporty character of the vehicle.
Along with other BMW M Performance
aerodynamics components, they also help to
optimise aerodynamic values.
Sidewall bars
In high-gloss black and decisively accentuating
the bold character of the vehicle’s side profile.
Sporty. Sophisticated. And exceptionally effective.
Carbon front attachment, left/right*
In uncompromising hand-made quality and
aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.

1 Carbon rear diffuser
2 Carbon handbrake grip with Alcantara
gaiter, Alcantara armrest, gear lever trim
Carbon rear spoiler
3 Side motorsport stripes, side skirts,
4 high-gloss black sidewall bars, carbon
front attachment, black front grille
More accessories information on
pages 38/39, overview table on
page 57.

BMW M4 COUPÉ.
UPSCALE THE EXCLUSIVITY.

Side skirt transfers
The high-quality transfers, in black and with
BMW M Performance lettering and the threecolour BMW M logo, further enhance the
dynamic character of the BMW M Performance
side skirts. They also make the profile look even
more individual.

Many details from the BMW M4 directly
reflect the uncompromising dynamics
of sporting competition. The BMW
M Performance Parts presented here, in
particular, reveal the close relationship
with the world of touring car racing.

Rear spoiler, carbon (flow-through)
The unmistakable touch of motor sport at the rear.
Optimised aerodynamics noticeably enhance the
sporty handling characteristics. Dynamic form at
its most individual.

Carbon front attachment, left/right*
In uncompromising hand-made quality and
aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.
Alcantara Pro steering wheel with
carbon trim
For unmistakable motor sport feel in the cockpit.
This steering wheel inspires with its striking form
and highly bolstered grip area in Alcantara – for
optimum hold in all temperatures. With a motor
sport marking in light blue leather.

* Optional closing strip available in either carbon or primed PU, paintable in body colour.

1

2

4

3

1
2
3
4

Side skirt transfers, side motorsport stripes
Carbon rear spoiler (through-flow)
Carbon front attachment, front grille
Carbon rear spoiler (through-flow), side skirt transfers
More accessories nformation on pages 38/39,
overview table on page 57.
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BMW M5.

SUPREMACY – AND THEN SOME.
Impressive power-to-weight ratio, massive
sprinting power: the BMW M5 has always
stood for maximum performance and
captivating dynamic character. BMW
M Performance Parts are precisely adapted
to this high-performance profile, for driving
pleasure at its most individual.

Rear spoiler, carbon
Greatly enhancing the high-quality, sporty
appearance of the vehicle. In combination with
other aerodynamics components, it also optimises
the aerodynamic values and ensures even more
dynamic handling.

Tailpipe trim, carbon or Titanium
A sign of commanding power at the rear.
With the BMW M logo.
Rear diffuser, carbon
100% hand-crafted rear diffuser in full
carbon. 100% pure motor sport character.
100% exhilaration. The high-tech rear diffuser
makes for an even more sporty appearance –
and impressively accentuates the masculine
character of the vehicle.
Exhaust system
Featuring an exhaust system layout specially
developed for BMW M models which delivers
incomparably deep and resonant sound character.
It also features outstanding temperature and
corrosion resistance as well as a reduction in
weight of 10.4kg compared with the standard
system.

Side skirt transfers
The high-quality transfers, in black and with
BMW M Performance lettering and the BMW M
logo, further enhance the dynamic character of
the side skirts. They also make the profile look
even more individual.
Front and rear stripes
In classic BMW M colours and conveying
uncompromising motorsport character at the
very first look. The quality of the transfers
has been stringently climate-tested and their
geometry perfectly matches the form of
the vehicle.

1

2

3

4

1 Carbon rear spoiler,
side skirt transfers,
front and rear stripes
2 Carbon rear diffuser,
carbon tailpipe trim
3 Carbon tailpipe trim,
exhaust system
4 Carbon wing mirror caps,
black front grille
More accessories
information on pages
38/39, overview table
on page 57.

1

2

3

4

BMW M6.

POWER PLAY FOR THE COUPÉ,
CONVERTIBLE AND GRAN COUPÉ.
Luxurious elegance meets free sporting
spirit: whether it’s with two or four doors,
a cloth or a carbon roof – the M6 always
has an exceptional appearance. Not least
when it’s individually fine-tuned with
BMW M Performance Parts.

Front and rear stripes
In classic BMW M colours and conveying
uncompromising motorsport character at the
very first look. The quality of the transfers
has been stringently climate-tested and their
geometry perfectly matches the form of
the vehicle.

Exhaust system
Featuring an exhaust system layout specially
developed for BMW M models which delivers
incomparably deep and resonant sound character.
It also features outstanding temperature and
corrosion resistance as well as a reduction in
weight of 10.4kg compared with the standard
system.

Rear diffuser, carbon
100% hand-crafted rear diffuser in full
carbon. 100% pure motor sport character.
100% exhilaration. The high-tech rear diffuser
makes for an even more sporty appearance –
nd impressively accentuates the masculine
character of the vehicle.

1 Black front grille, carbon wing mirror caps,
front stripes
2 Carbon rear spoiler
3 Carbon tailpipe trim
4 Rear stripes, carbon rear diffuser,
carbon tailpipe trim, exhaust system,
carbon rear spoiler
More accessories information on pages
38/39, overview table on page 57.

Tailpipe trim, carbon
A sign of commanding power at the rear.
With BMW M logo.
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2

1

BMW X5 M.

ASSERT YOUR SPORTING AUTHORITY.
Maximum power potential on any terrain.
The BMW X5 M is a rare example of an
off-roader that also leads the way on the
street. BMW M Performance Parts reveal
this both from a distance and in detail.

1 Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim,
carbon interior trim, stainless steel pedal covers
2 Air Breather in high-gloss Black, Black front grille,
motor sport stripes
More accessories information on pages 38/39,
overview table on page 57.
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Interior trim, carbon
For authentic motor sport feel in the cockpit.
Fascinating depth thanks to several layers of
lacquer and a high-gloss polish.

Air Breather, high-gloss Black
Decisively accentuating the bold character of
the vehicle’s side profile. Sporty. Sophisticated.
And exceptionally effective.
Motor sport stripes
The front, rear and side stripes in classic
BMW M colours convey uncompromising motor
sport character at the very first look. The quality of
the transfers has been stringently climate-tested
and their geometry perfectly matches the form of
the vehicle.

1 Air Breather in high-gloss Black, motor sport stripes, rear fins
2 Centre console trim, carbon

BMW X6 M.

More accessories information on pages 38/39,
overview table on page 57.

A NATURAL LEADER.
This is it: built for every challenge. Driven
by immense torque from eight cylinders and
two twin-scroll turbochargers. Equipped
with ultra-sporty BMW M Performance
Parts. The BMW X6 M – uniquely yours.

Air Breather, high-gloss Black
Decisively accentuating the bold character of
the vehicle’s side profile. Sporty. Sophisticated.
And exceptionally effective.

1

Motor sport stripes
The front, rear and side stripes in classic
BMW M colours convey uncompromising motor
sport character at the very first look. The quality of
the transfers has been stringently climate-tested
and their geometry perfectly matches the form of
the vehicle.
Rear fins
In particularly tough and durable polyurethane.
Their premium, sporty look gives the vehicle’s rear
profile even more dynamic character. The rear fins
also noticeably optimise high-speed handling.

Centre console trim, carbon
Features several layers of lacquered carbon and
adding an unmistakable motorsport touch to
the interior.

2
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ALL PARTS FOR BMW MODELS.
1 Series

Accent stripes, Black/Silver
Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim
Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim and race display4
Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim
Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim and race display4
Armrest, Alcantara
Black Line rear lights3
Carbon gear lever trim
Centre console gearshift lever trim in Alcantara and carbon
Drive Analyser
Exterior door mirror covers, carbon
Floor mats
Front attachment, carbon1
Front attachment, matt Black
Front grille, Black
Gear knob, carbon with Alcantara gaiter
Interior trim, carbon
Interior trim, carbon with Alcantara
Key case
LED doorsill finishers
Limited slip differential
Pedal covers, stainless steel
Power Kit 2
Rear diffuser, carbon1
Rear diffuser1
Rear fins
Rear flaps, carbon1
Rear flaps1
Rear spoiler
Rear spoiler, carbon
Roof spoiler
Side skirt transfers1
Side stripes
Silencer system2
Sill attachments
Sport brakes retrofit set
Suspension
Tailpipe trim, carbon2
Tailpipe trim, chrome2
Track Fix for action camera
18" brake system, Red, Yellow or Orange
19" brake system, Blue
19" Double-spoke style 405 M, forged, Bicolour Orbit Grey
19" Double-spoke style 624 M, forged, Bicolour matt Black
19" Double-spoke style 624 M, forged, polished
20" Double-spoke style 310 M, Bicolour, Ferric Grey
20" Double-spoke style 310 M, Bicolour, Orbit Grey
20" Double-spoke style 405 M, forged, Bicolour Orbit Grey
20" Double-spoke style 624 M, forged, Bicolour matt Black
20" Double-spoke style 624 M, forged, polished
20" Double-spoke style 669 M, Bicolour matt Black
20" V-spoke style 464 M, Bicolour Ferric Grey
20" V-spoke style 464 M, Liquid Black
21" Double-spoke style 310 M, Bicolour Ferric Grey
21" Double-spoke style 310 M, Bicolour Orbit Grey
21" Double-spoke style 599 M, Bicolour matt Black
21" Double-spoke style 599 M, Bicolour matt Orbit Grey
21" Double-spoke style 650 M, forged, Bicolour gloss Black
21" Y-spoke style 375, Bicolour Ferric Grey
1
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BMW M Aerodynamics package required.
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2 Series

3 Series

4 Series

5 Series

5-door
from
07/2011

3-door
from
09/2012

Convertible
from
02/2015

Coupé
from
03/2014

Saloon
from
11/2011

Touring
from
09/2012

Convertible
from
03/2014

Coupé
from
02/2014

Gran Coupé
from
06/2014
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6 Series

7 Series

Saloon
from
01/2010

Touring
from
06/2010

Convertible
from
12/2010

Coupé
from
06/2011

Gran Coupé
from
03/2012
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11/2015

X3

X4
from
07/2014
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•
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•
•
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•

Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim and race display1

•

•
•

Coupé
from 09/2012

Gran Coupé
from 05/2013

X5 M

X6 M

from 02/2015

from 2/2015

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Armrest, Alcantara

•

•

•

Carbon ceramic brake system

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Drive Analyser

•

Exhaust system

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Exterior door mirror covers, carbon

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Floor mats

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Front and rear stripes

•

•

Front attachment, carbon

•

•

•

•

Front grille, black

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Gear lever trim, carbon2

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Handbrake grip, carbon with Alcantara gaiter2

•

•

•

•
•

•

Key case

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

LED doorsill finishers

•

•

•

•

Motorsport stripes, side

•

•

•

•

Pedal covers, stainless steel

•

•

•

•

Pro Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim

•

•

•

•

Interior trim, carbon

•
•

Motorsport stripes (front, rear and side)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pro gear knob2

•

•

•

•

Rear diffuser, carbon

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rear fins

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Rear spoiler, carbon
Rear spoiler, carbon (through-flow)

•

Side skirt transfers

•
•

1

•
•

•

•

•
Only available for BMW 1 Series models up to 03/2015. 4 Only to be used in accordance with road traffic regulations. 5 Only available for BMW 5 Series Saloon up to 02/2017.

M6
Coupé
from 06/2012

•

Sidewall bars, high-gloss black

•

Sill attachments

•

Suspension

•
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tailpipe trim, carbon

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tailpipe trim, titanium

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Track Fix for action cameras
•
•

Saloon
from 07/2013

Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim and race display1

Exhaust system, titanium

•6
•6
•
•

M5
Coupé
from 03/2014

•

Door handles, carbon

•

•

M4
Convertible
from 07/2014

Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim

Centre console trim in carbon

•

•

M3
Saloon
from 03/2014

Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim

•

•
•

M2
Coupé
from 04/2016
Air Breather, high-gloss black

•

•

•
•
5

from
02/2014

•

•

•
•

X6

•

•

•
•

•
•

3

X5

•

•

•

X1

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Availabilty dependent on engine.

•

ALL PARTS FOR BMW M MODELS.

BMW M Aerodynamics package required.

2

•

•

For the BMW M2 Coupé, only available with the interior kit.

•
•

•

•

•

•

Only available for BMW 5 Series Touring up to 06/2017.
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Your BMW Service Partner will be happy to advise.
The models illustrated may, in part, include optional equipment and accessories not fitted
as standard. Not all product versions shown. Subject to change in design, equipment
specifications and content.
© BMW AG, Munich/Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without the written
permission of BMW AG, Munich. Order number 4 11 015 204 20 1 2017, BM-32.
Printed in Germany, 05/2017.

